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Abstract

Blok, R.P.C. de;
Jongh, M.C.J. de;
State estimation for low voltage/medium voltage distribution networks.

M.Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Group, Eleetrical Engineering, Eindhoven Universityof
Technology, The Netherlands, April 1995.

Voltage setting in a low voltage/medium voltage distribution network is desirabie if we want to
influence the peak power demand. Voltage control makes voltage setting possible. If we want to
control the voltage we have to know the behaviour of the node voltages. An important aspect is
that we have to take the toleranees of the voltages at the consumers into account.

This thesis explains a method with which it is possible to translate the injected complex currents
and power to statistical properties of the node voltages (states), with the aid of on-line state
estimation. The reason for using statistical properties is, that a distribution network is very large
(over 500.000 connections), 50 is the number of nodes (variables). Since measuring of all variables
is impossible and transmission of measurements over the distribution network is limited, we wiJl
reduce the number of measurements by storing expected values and a eertain deviation in for
example a data base. We wil! refer to these measurements as pseudo measurements. We ean
condude that on-line monitoring of the state of a distribution network has economie and technical
benefits.

Further there is an example induded of a distribution network, which shows the statistical state
estimation. And we have analysed the measurements of the current demand of an office building,
from which we have drawn some important conclusions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Distribution networks for electrical energy can be very large. The number of connections can be
over 500.000. So if we want to observe the state of a distribution network we have to measure
a large number of variables. Since this is impossible we make clusters of loads. These clusters
consist of loads connected to the same bus (node), in most cases that will be the households in a
residential area or the companies in an industrial area.

Measurements are transmitted over the distribution network, which has a low transmission rate
(data per second). By storing the behaviour of some clusters in data bases or modeIs, we can
reduce the number of measurements. By storing the behaviour as mean values and standard
deviations we are able to determine the statistical behaviour in a distribution network.

1.1 Main purposes and issues

The behaviour of the loads that are connected to the distribution network, have a direct influence
on the state of the network. The state of a distribution network is the minima! set of variables
that is necessary for calculating the voltage at all nodes and the currents through all transmission
lines. For economical and technical reasons it is important to have knowledge of the state, some
are:

• voltage control to achieve voltage quality.

• reduction of power losses.

• switching between distribution networks can be done more thoughtful.

• overload situations can be detected in an early stage.

4



1.2. ASSUMPTIONS

The rnain issues we wiJl discuss are:

• Statistical state estimation.

• Statisticalload modelling.

• Distribution network rnodelling.

• Measurernent reduction.

• Measuring.

5

We have tried to take practical restrictions into account. The main restriction is transmission of
measuring data over a distribution network. Only a limited nurnber of measurements per second
can be transmitted over the network. So continuous data transmission of all measurements is
impossible. That is why we represent the most predictabie clusters of loads by a data base or
model. They contain the behaviour of the cluster on a certain day. For a cluster we need severaJ
data bases since we have to take sorne important aspects into account such as: weather, week
day, weekend, vacation etc. It is obvious that the storage of these data bases will cost quite some
memory. To reduce the required memory we want to store the mean vaJue and the standard
deviation over a certain period of time (e.g. 15 minutes). Since the current is not the same, every
day at the same time, we use the standard deviation as a kind of uncertainty band. The standard
deviation is an indication of the variations of the variabie during the period of time.

The upper graph in figure 1.1 contains the sampJed values (Tl =O.ls) of the measured rms value
of the current. In the lower graph we have represented the mean vaJue and the standard deviation
of the rrns current (calculated over T2 =1min.). It is obvious that the neccesary memory in case
of the Jower graph is smaller than in case of the upper graph.

1.2 Assumptions

Throughout this thesis we made several assumptions, nameJy:

• the calculations and derivations in this report refer to one phase networks, it is possible to
convert them to three phase networks [1].

• the distribution network is known (layout, component values etc.).

• the network is linear and temperature independent.

1.3 Nomenclature

For clarity we will discuss the nomenclature used in this report, on the basis of figure 1.2. Table
1.1 contains the used quantities with their notation.

Table 1.2 explains the used notation for vectors, complex variables etc.
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Figure 1.1: Measured values, mean value and standard deviation of the rms current.

1,2, "', 10 bus/node number.

VI, V2, "', VlO bus/node voltages.

61 ,62 , .. " 610 phase angles of bus/node voltages.

i l , i2, i3, -i4, -is, -i6 injected currents in the distribution network.

1/Jl, 1/J2' .. " 1/J6 phase angles of the injected currents.

it ," itu ' it~8' .. " itij branch currents, current that flows from bus/node i to bus/node j.

6i •
1T

, 6i '
18

' •• " 6i '
ij

phase angles of the branch currents.

Table 1.1: Nomenclature.
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Figure 1.2: Structure of the distribution network.

ApPEARANCE EXAMPLE MEANING

Bold ·t complex variabie.

Underline it vector.

Capital y matrix.

Table 1.2: Appearances of variables.



Chapter 2

Voltage control and voltage
quality

An important aspect of voltage distribution and delivery is voltage quality. Still, the value of the
voltage at the power points (soekets) in for instance a house is not constant. The value varies
around the nominal value with at most 10%. In this chapter we will give the definitions of voltage
control and voltage quality and discuss why they are importa.nt.

2.1 Definitions

The definition for voltage control is:

Voltage control is the ability to control the value of the rms voltage at the loads of the
distribution network.

An important aspect of voltage control is voltage quality:

A high voltage quality is achieved if the mean value of the rms voltage at the consumers
is maintained at the nominal value (e.g. 220 Volt!) with the varia nee or difference as low
as possible.

Voltage quality is not new, more research has been done on this subject. We can mention projects
such as: VOD (Voltage Optimizing Device) [2] and TVC (Transformer Voltage Control). These
devices are local contral systems, which do not need to know the state of the whole network.

We want to contribute to a system that monitors the distribution network and controls the voltages
at the nodes and consumers. The difference with VOD and TVC is that we want to monitor and
control the whole distribution network.

1The nomina! voltage of the Dutch distribution networks will he changed to 230 V.

8



2.2. THE AlM OF VOLTAGE CONTROL

2.2 The aim of voltage contro1

9

A varying voltage has a bad influence, if the voltage is too high, on some electrical appliances.
For instance the lifetime of light bulbs wiU be shortened. Although for most equipment there will
be no bad influences, for instance the washing time of washing machines will be longer in case of
a lower voltage.

If the variation is too large, this will hinder the producers of electrical appliances in designing
the optimal appliance. Efficiency will rise and the cost price wil! lower if we can guarantee the
nominal value of the voltage within tight tolerances.

The PNEM (distributor of electrical energy for Noord-Brabant) writes in its delivery conditions:

The actual voltage will not deviate. under normat conditions. more than +10 % or -10% of
the nomina I voltage and in case of favorable conditions the deviation will be approximately
5%.

This means that the voltage is allowed between 198 V - 242 V in case of a nominal voltage of 220
Volt. This is not a high quality product. The intention of voltage quality is to reduce the variation
to a more acceptable value. The product responsibility of the distributors will become more
important since the manipulation of the voltage between the tighter tolerances must be improved.
Besides these aspects there will be the formerly mentioned advantages: cheaper appliances with
less losscs and a longer lifetime, especially for light sources.

The intentions of voltage control are more economically and are involved with gaining profit. In
case of voltage control we would take benefit of the allowed variation of the voltage. It is commonly
known that the electrical energy during a day shows same peaks, these peaks determine the price
that the distributor has to pay for one kW aud/or kWh to the power station. So it is of interest
for the distributor to hold the peak power demand as low as possible (peak shaving).

One way of achieving this is the day and the cheaper night rate that we know in the Nether
lands. The purpose of these rates is, as mentioned before, peak shaving. The electrical energy
demand would in the ideal case be a straight line, the demand would be the same during a day.
Unfortunately this is not the case, during the power peaks the power stations have to start their
expensive, less profitable but necessary gasturbines to rulfil the power demand of their customers.
These peakload generators mean an extra investment (kW) and higher fuel casts (kWh), for which
the customers pay during the peaks.

A different approach to peakshaving is voltage control. The basic principle of voltage control is
based on the fact that when we lower the voltage on an arbitrary laad, the demanded power will
be lower [3]. If we make use of this principle in the peaks of the electrical energy demand, we are
able to lower the peak power demands. Now we can distinguish two kinds of voltage control:

• Voltage control for peak shaving:
The main goal of this kind of voltage cantrol is peak shaving. As can be seen in figure 2.1 we
lower the mean value of the voltage during the peak period of a day. For the other periods
we keep the mean value of the voltage at the desired value of 220 Volt. Notice that we lower
the mean value minus n tirnes2 the maximum of the standard deviation to the allowed lower
limit instead of the mean value.

2 n is the maximum value of the current divided by the standard deviation.
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Figure 2.1: Voltage control.

• Voltage control for increased profit:
Profit for the distributor will be made by applying this kind of voltage control (figure 2.2).
Instead of holding the mean value of the voltage at the nominal value of 220 Volt during calm
periods , we raise the voltage to the upper allowed limit. This means that we deliberately
deliver a higher voltage to the customers, which means that the power consumption wil!
raise. Both for technical and financial reasons this coulcl be an option for smaller and large
periods of time.

An important issue is which one, voltage control or voltage quality, has priority. This is simpie:

1. Reliability.

2. Peak shaving (voltage control).

3. Quality (voltage quality).

Another important partition is continuous voltage control and voltage contral in the sense of
setting (controling) the voltage at equidistant periods. Our statistical state estimator wil! he
suitable Cor voltage control by setting tbe voltage control at equidistant period.
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Figure 2.2: Voltage control, increased profit.
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Chapter 3

Power losses

If we inspeet the current of an arbitrary branch in the distribution network (figure 3.1), we can
see that this current has a low frequency and a high frequency behaviour I. Both are caused by
the loads connected to the network.

In this chapter we will derive a simpIe expression, which proves that the high frequency behaviour
of loads cause power losses.

3.1 Theory of power losses

The power loss can be calculated with the branch currents. If we take i t to be the complex branch
current and v as the complex voltage over the complex branch admittance Yt> we can define the
power loss in an arbitrary branch as 2 3,

(3.1)

'h hWIt Yt = v'

PJou = 1le{Yï1itit·}

= 1le {Yï 1
I i t 1

2
} ,

and 1le {Yt} =Ut

Plou = 1i t 121le {Yt -1}
= I i t 1

2
9t- 1 (3.2)

If we make use of the mean value (i/jO) and the deviation (t1i t ) of the branch current over a
certain period of time and assume that the vectors i/IJ and t1i t must have the same direction
(only deviation in the length (I i t ,. I , I t1i t I) of the vector not in the phase angle), we can divide
the branch current up as,

1 There is no definition that prescribes where the division between high frequency and low frequency is.
2;z:. : the complex conjugate of the complex variabIe ;z:.
3ne{;z:} : the rea! part of the complex variabIe z.

12
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Figure 3.1: Arbitrary branch current, low frequency and high frequency behaviour of branch current.

The expression for the power loss will be,

Since we assumed that I ij .. 'and I ~il I have the same direction we get,

Plou = Dt- 1E (I i t.. I+ I ~il 1)2
= 91-1[E (I ij .. ,2) + E (I ~it n+ 2 E (I i t .. 11 ~it 1)]

Assumed that I i t ,. I and I ~it I are not correlated and,

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)
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the expression for power loss becomes,

CHAPTER 3. POWER LOSSES

(3.7)

As can be seen in equation (3.7) we can distinguish the power loss caused by the average value PIJ
and the power loss caused by the variance P". So, the varianees of the currents in the branches
of a distribution network cause an extra power loss P". If we can minimize the variance of the
current we minimize the power loss.

3.2 Reduction of power losses

It is possible to reduce the power losses in the distribution network, but this is not simpie. The
reduction concerns the power loss as a result of the varianee in the branch currents. The behaviour
of the branch currents is directly a result of the energy demand of the consumers (loads). We
must try to reduce the power losses without noticeable influence on the consumers.

An idea is the placement of a kind of battery at every consumer. We will refer to the battery as
the control and store unit (CSU, figure 3.2). The function ofthe CSU is to separate the difference
L!l.i between the demanded current by the load and the mean current of the distribution network
ilJ' There are three possibilities:

ili < 0: the current ili is stored in the CSU.

ili =0: the CSU transfers the current ilJ'

ili > 0: the current ili is delivered by the CSU.

Distribution
Network --~r-""",;IControllerH----3-~

't-ltI ~I -AI I

Laad

l
Control and Store Unit

Figure 3.2: Controi and Store Unit.

The basic idea of the CSU is that the momentary deviation of the current (ili = iZoad - ilJ), which
causes the variance, is delivered (ili > 0) or stored (ili < 0) by the CSU. The network has to
deliver the mean value of the current, thus PIJ' And the CSU delivers or stores the momentary
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deviation of the current, thus Per. We have assumed that the storage and delivery causes less loss
then Per-

How this GSU-design would look like will be Ieft out of consideration. The GSU is merely an idea.
We are weIl aware that the GSU is not a filter, but it is a filter with energy storage capacities.
Since the storage capacities of electrical energy are not attractive at this time, we must consider
the GSU as a project in the future.

The GSU is an idea to reduce the power losses caused by the high frequency variations of the
current (Per). We have not thought about a solution to reduce the power losses caused by the
mean value (Pp ). At present time we have no major solutions for lowering the power losses.

We can conclude that for reducing the power losses and for reducing the variations of the voltage
at the consumers, it is important to reduce the current variations.



Chapter 4

Statistical state estimation

The basic principle of an on-line state monitoring system is state estimation. In this chapter we
wiJl discuss the following subjects:

• state estimation: ~ = .f!(~) + ~.

• measurement vector: ~.

• distribution network model: f!(t;J.

• statistical state vector: ~.

When we discuss the statistical state vector we will explain what we mean by statistical state
estimation.

4.1 State estimation

The model for state estimation is [4, 5],

which expresses the relation between the quantities involved in state estimation, namely:

~: the measurement-vector.

~: the state-vector.

~: the error-vector.

hü): the model of the network.

(4.1)

The modell!(~) contains the (usually) nonlinear equations of the system (nonlinear with respect
to the states). It is a model of the distribution network, that defines the relations between the

16



4.2. THE MEASUREMENT VECTOR 17

states and the measured quantities. It is dear that this model is an approximation, so there wil!
be an approximation-error, which we willieave out of consideration.

Ifwe rewrite the basic equation (4.1) to,

(4.2)

we have expressed the error as function of the measured value ~ and its estimation l!(f). This
error has to be minimized for retrieving areliabie estimate of the state vector. The weighted
leastsquares-method (WLS, [4, 5]) deals with the minimization of the error ~ , which is done by
minimizing the cost function,

(4.3)

With W the weighting matrix, which, in most cases, is chosen to be the inverse of the covariance
matrix of the measurement error-vector. The solution is the estimated state-vector f:

f =arg min J(1;)
!:

(4.4)

An important requirement of the WLS-method is that the number of measurements m has to be
equal or larger than the number of states t to be estimated. Moreover, f!(;;.) has to be known
(section 4.3). The state of the network consists of the bus voltage magnitudes and their phase
angles. To derive the complete state of an arbitrary complex network we need the measurements
(section 4.2). In section 4.4 we wiU introduce the statistical state vector.

4.2 The measurement vector

The measurement vector consists of pseudo measurements (data bases, laad modeis) and on
line measurements. Both are involved with measuring loads, what can be done by measuring
the injected power, injected currents and voltages. With either one of them it is possible to
estimate the state of a low voltage distribution network. An important item is the laad behaviour.
Especially for pseudo measurements or data bases it is important to know what the best variabie
is for storing the load behaviour. According to KEMA-Arnhem the load is behaving as a current
supplier1 (the loads behaves more like a current than power or impedance). That is why we express
the load behaviour in the data base as current. Thus data bases (modeis) will always be refered
to as a pseudo measurement of an injected current.

In this thesis we only measure at the injections (= the lines that connect the distribution network
to the loads, HV-network etc.). Every injection ends in a node. The number of states is twice the
number of nodes. Thus we have to measure two variables at every injection. Since the number of
nodes can be larger than the number of injections (node without injection), we use the equations
at that node by equating tbe measurement vector to zero. In subseetion 4.2.1 we will state that
by measuring (on-line or pseudo) the rms value of the injected current we ean calculate the real
and imaginary currents, by assuming that the power factor at all loads are equal and stabie.

lThis conclusion is not stated in A report.
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4.2.1 Power factor of loads

We only have to measure the rms value of the injected current, the reason for this will be explained
below.

In figure 4.1 we have represented the injected current i" and tbe bus voltage Vk with their phase
angles which are:

Ó"k: phase angle of the voltage with respect to the reference.

Ipk: phase angle between the current and voltage vector of the injected !ine.

Ó'k: angle between injected current and the reference.

Figure 4.1: lnjected complex current and complex bWJ voltage.

We can conclude that bik is a combination of the angles 6"k and Ipk (bik = Ipk - b"k)'

If we assume that all power factors of the injected currents are similar and that the voltage phase
angles are approxîmately zero, we can state that all injected current vector angles Ipk are equal.

Summarized:
lp! = 1(J2 = ... =lp" (4.5)

A practical value for the power factor (cos<p) is 0.8/0.9. This assumption has been proved to be a
good approximation of the reality. By making this assumption we have simplified the measuring
of injected currents. Since the injected currents have a constant phase we only have to measure
the rms magnitudes and we are able to calculate the real and imaginary injected current (this
means a reduction of measurements).

If the assumptions of (4.5) are not valid, we have to measure the phase angle.

4.2.2 Pseudo measurements: data bases and modelling

A lot of articles handle about modelling of loads and forecasting of energy demand. Most of
these articles describe a model for the demand based on hours, days and weeks. We measure
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the behaviour of the load during a number of periods. For this behaviour we want to derive a
statistical model or data base (for each cluster ofloads).

Sa, we want to create a curve for the mean value per period and a curve for the standard deviation
per period2 , which farm the pseudo measurements. An important issue is how to obtain these
statistical properties. It is possible to obtain these properties by the measured dailly load currents
of the same kind of day. In that case we have determined the statistical properties based on time.
However, we want to obtain properties that are valid for several of the same kind of days, on the
same time. Ir we assume that the laad currents of the same kind of day are ergodie signais, we can
assume that the calculated variance in time is equal to the calculated varianee over the several
same kind of days [6].

In this subsection we will explain a methad for making models of the mean value and the standard
deviation with the aid of basic load patterns. The reason for this is to reduce the number of
measurements, particularly the loads with a good predictabie behaviour. We wil! now discuss the
basic laad pattern.

Basic load patterns

A basic load pattern is a load pattern of a typical consumer type. Examples of typical consumers
are households, office blocks, schools, industry, shops etc. If a load can be reconstructed by basic
loads, we will not need measurements of this load. This means fewer measurements thus data
reduction.

A data base consists of p basic load patterns. Each basic load is measured n times on the same
kind of day for every time period k, see figure (4.2). Each entry of the 3D-matrix contains a
numerical value. There exist more 3D-matrices. To select the right 3D-matrix with basic load
patterns, you need inputs like: weather, day, ·season, vacation etc. Methods for data collection of
electricity demand can be found in many articles.

A basic load is a homogenuous group of energy consurners. We consider two methods of using
basic load patterns. For the Rusck method [3] we take a homogenuous cluster of loads and for the
method of load fitting we can use c1ustered loads, which consists of more then one basic load. We
wil! explain the last method.

An arbitrary load curve iJ can he considered as a linear combination of basic laad patterns Ib(~x,)'

(4.6)

The vector ~ represents the error. Equation (4.6) can be rewritten in matrices,

i/Cl) ab1 (1) Zb, (1) zb;(1) ab, (1) al el

i,(2) i bl (2) 16,(2) 1b;(2) i 6,(2) a2 e2

i/(k) = tbl (k) i6,(k) tb;(k) ib,(k) ai + el: (4.7)

i/eh) tb1 (h) ib,(h) ib. (h) lb,(h) ap eh

:lThe length of the period must he chosen on the basis of a thorough research of the load behaviour.
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k ..- I I '...... ,(h

(k)'--
V

Ib,,(1) Ib..(1) - - - ibp,(1) ./ il:Js,j(h)
/' ~V

(k)
ib.j(1 ) ibi(1) - - - iboi(1) ./

/'

I I "- I

I I "- I
"- '--V

I I "- I Vib,.(h)

/' I7V

11>...(1) Ibn{l) - - - ib,.(l V V
/'

time period k=1.2•...h

basic load pattern i=1.2•...p
measured value 1-1,2,...0

Figure 4.2: 3D-matrix with basic load patterns

The current Ibi(k) is the mean value of all samples n at time period k,

Ib.(k) = ~ t ib,j(k)
;=1

(4.8)

For least-squares estimation the parameter gi in equation (4.7) is chosen to minimize the sum of
the square of the errors f [5]. The result of the least-squares method is,

(4.9)

Now we have an arbitrary load with unknown variance transformed in a linear combination of
basic load curves, with known mean value and standard deviation, for each time period.

The current i1 is a linear combination of basic load currents. The statistical properties of the basic
loads are know._We assume that the n samples are normally distributed. Now we can caIculate

the mean value i1 for each time period k.

(4.10)

If there is no correlation between the basic loads, the variance of i1 becomes,

(4.11)

If there is correlation between basic loads, we must caIculate the covariance between each basic
load. The length of period k is around 5 to 15 minutes. For this period length, we do not expect
a correlation between the current behaviour of loads.
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4.3 The distribution network model
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An important item of state estimation is the model of the distribution network (l!(~». With
model we mean the set of equations that relates the unknown, but to he estimated, states to the
known measured quantities. The state vector consists of the bus voltages and their phase angles.

Before we start we want to repeat that the measurements are done at the injected lines of the
distribution network. All injections end in a different bus. It is however possihle that a certain
bus has no injection. For those buses we assume that the injection is zero and use the equations.
So, the result is a set of measurements whose size is equal to twice the number of nodes.

In the fol1owing subsections we will discuss the equations for the measured variables:

• injected currents (on-line measurements, pseudo measurements) .

• injected complex power (on-line measurements).

Besides these measured variables we have the fixed voltages. These fixed voltages must be imple
mented in the model since these voltage will not increase or decrease, the voltage for example at
a transformer that controls the voltage.

A distribution network consists of nodes and links. The busses in a distribution network form
the nodes and links are the transmission lines with or without transformers. These distribution
network componcnts can be modelled by inductors, capacitors and resistors, which lead to their
equivalent electrical circuits. All equations are based on one phase networks, but can be translated
to three phase networks [1]. We assume that the network is linear, temperature independent and
time independent. The model is derived for 50 Hz sinus components only. We will use use complex
calculation methods.

4.3.1 Injected currents

For calculation purposes we use the admittance matrix Y. Each network can be expressed hy,

i =Y!!.

The dimensions of the vectors and the matrix are:

i: (m xl) complex injected current vector.

v: (m x 1) complex voltage vector.

Y: (m x m) admittance matrix.

With m the number of nodes.

In figure 4.3 we have represented equation (4.12).

(4.12)

For transmission lines that contain transformers we can introduce the model in figure 4.4. The
model consists oftwo shunt admittances V.

ij
, V'ii and a series admittance Vij' The parameter nis
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y

Figure 4.3: Arbitrary network.
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Figure 4.4: Equivalent transfonner model.

the transformer ratio. Under sinusoidal steady-state conditions, one can solve the wave equations
for transmission lines and reduce the transmissioD line model to a symmetrical 1l'-equivalent of
lumped circuit elements. Ir n = 1, figure 4.4 becomes a ll'-network. The equations for the network
in figure 4.4 are,

[ ~ij] =
Zji

Remark that, iij =I iji.

2 -nYij J [ VV1~ ]
n Yij + Y,;;

(4.13)

So, with the aid of equatioD (4.13) we can relate the branche currents (1,) to the states (!Li,~J.

We can derive a relation between the injected currents (1) and the branch currents (1,). This caD
be done by substituting equation (4.12) in the following equation:

!, = Yt~, (4.14)

which gives the universal relation between the branch currents and the states (~). The resulting
relation is:

. Y y-l'
1t = t 1 (4.15)

For deriving a set of system equations in conformance with equation (4.12) for an arbitrary low
voltage network, we use Kirchhoff's first rule, Ei =0 (figure 4.5). In which we write the injected
currents as a linear function of the node voltages.
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bus I..,.........,..
bus k

..,.-I.....

Figure 4.5: Injected current in bus i.

After some mathematics the set of system equations will look like this,
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i 1 VI

i 2 V2

Ik =y VI< (4.16)

i m V m

This result is the same as equation (4.12). In appendix A we have filled in equation (4.16) all
complex variables as their real and imaginary parts, as weil as for equation (4.12).

4.3.2 Injected complex power

In this subsection we will derive the equations which relates the complex power (5) to the states
(Vi, 6".). We wil! try to follow the same steps as in the previous subsection.

Instead of an injected current we will now use an injected complex power (Sj).

bus i..,.__....,..

bus k...,...-- ........._bUsj

Figure 4.6: Injected complex power in bus i.

As represented in figure 4.6 we can wlite the injected complex power as combination of complex
powers in the branches (Sij, Sil:)'

(4.17)

Dy relating the complex power in the branches to thc states we are abIe to relate the measured
injected complex power to the states. This can he done by making use of the 7l'-model that has
been derived in the previous subsection (figure 4.4). For a complete derivation we refer to [4]. The
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equation for the injected complex power Sji at th~-~eéonCl.a.rysidë (]tj) of the transfor-mer..isgiven
by (this can also be done for the primary side):

= Pji + JQji

= Vj 2(n
2Gij + G.jJ - nViVj {Gij cos(éllj - éll .) +Bij sin(óllj - éll .)}

+; [-Vj 2(n
2Bij +B~j.) - nViVj {Gij sin(é,,; - 611.) - Bij cos(éllj - éll.)}J I

which we can divide in,

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

If n :::: 1 we have the equation for a transmission line. In the previous subsection we found for the
relation between the injected currents and the states:

(4.22)

For the relation between the injected complex power and the states we wil} use the following
equation:

(4.23)

with f(Y.." ,§.II) as the matrix in wbich tbe relation between the injected complex power and the
states-is given. It is obvious that for the injected real and injected reactive power we can derive:

4.3.3 Summary

p :::: 11 (Y..,§..J,

Q :::: h(Y..,§..,) ,

(4.24)

(4.25)

In this subsection we want to summarize the derived equations from the previous subsections. The
equation for state estimation is:

(4.26)

This equation wil! look like this, in case we use injected currents, injected complex power and
fixed voltages as the measurement vector.
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! kCr..Q,,)

§. l.(lL. §..;)
= (4.27)

'IJJir lLJir

bJ;Z: QJir

The measurement-vector is a combination of complex injected currents CD. complex injected power
(~) and the fixed voltages with phase angles (lLJiz:. QJ;Z:)' The result of this measurement-vector
is a model1l(~) that consists of the various relations between the measurements and the states.

As discussed in section 4.2 we wil! use the current for modelling the pseudo measurements. It is
obvious that the pseudo measurements are implemented in the injected current vector i.

4.4 Statistical state vector

This section is concerned with the determina.tion of the statistica! properties of the state vector
(which we will refer to as the statistica! state vector). The statistica! properties consist of the mean
value and the variance, which can be calcu!ated by know!edge of the properties of the injected
currents.

The variance of the state vector can be obtained by two methods. The first one is based on the
Jacobian matrix of nonlinear equations (see section 4.5). The second method is based on absolute
va!ue of measurements (see section 4.6.2). The method we have chosen for our network example
is the first method, because in this method it is easy to implement different kinds and numbers of
measurements.

4.5 Jacobian matrix

To obtain the variance we sta.rt with linearizing !! at a certain operation point (~o). The solution
for the varianee wil! therefore only be valid in the chosen operation point. Each operation point
has its own !inearized model of!!. For linearization we use a Taylor serie,

!!(~o + ~~) = !!(~o) + !!'(~o)(~~) + ~l!"(~o)(~~)2 + ...

!!(~o + ~~) ~ !!(~o) + !!/(~o)(~~)

With the partia! derivative of fi,

(4.28)

(4.29)

Matrix H(~) is the Jacobian matrix of h.(~). Ir we substitute the operation point ~o in H(~), we
obtain H(~o) =Ho. Further, vector.!. is separated in the measurement vector at the operation
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point .&:0 and the variation around thè- operation poinrtl..!.

(4.30)

Assuming that vector f is zero at the operation point we retrieve,

(4.31)

and
(4.32)

The diagonal of matrix cov(~~), the COVêlorlanCC matrix, cont.ains the varianees of the state vector.

cov(tl.~) = E [(tl.~ - tl.~:) (tl.~ - .6.ïf]

= E [(.6.~)(.6.~fJ

= E [H;;l Az(Az)T H;;TJ (4.33)

= H;;I E [Az(.6.z)T] H;;T

= H;;! cov(.6.z) H;;T

We wiU refer to Sz; and Sz as the covariance matrix ofAx and tl.z,

(4.34)

Substitution (4.34) in (4.33) gives,

(4.35)

Which relates the covariance matrix of the measurements vector to the covariance matrix of the
state vector.

4.6 Absolute quadratic node voltages and branch currents

In this section we will derive a linear equation with which it is possible to calculate the variance of
the node voltages as function of tbe variance of the injected currents. Also we will derive a linear
equation for calculating the variance of the branch currents.
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4.6.1 Quadratic absolute voltages

The relation between injected currents and node voltages is,

i =Y!Z"

Ir Y is invertable (non singular) we get,

!!. = y-1i
!!.. = (y-l);i·

(4.36)

(4.37)

We can divide the voltage in an expected value and a variation. Without derivation we state,

(4.38)

(4.39)

After some mathematics (see appendix B), in which we assume that the injected currents are not
correlated, we derive:

o o
0] ]o T'

I iq~ 1
2

Y- ,
(4.40)

4.6.2 Quadratic absolute branch currents

Now we will write the equation for the branch currents using the injected currents as variables,

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

Using appendix Band the assumption that the injected currents are not correlated we get,
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This expression can, for example, look like this,

o o
(4.45)

[ I ~<7n I~ ] = diag [[ Yll
11<7,2 I Y21

Y12 ] [
Y22 rJ (4.46)

4.7 Comparison ofthe Jacobian method and quadratic method

The positive and negative points of both methods are summarized below.

Method with J acobian matrix:

+ varianee can be derived for all kinds of network variables (injected complex currents, injected
complex power, voltages).

+ exchange of the measured variables and the states is possible.

+ ifthe number of equations (measurements) is increased the estimate of the state vector wil! be
better.

- since tbc model is linearized at a certain operation point, it will cause errors if it is used outside
the operation point.

Quadratic methode :

+ the model is linear (no phase angles in the state vector), this implies a fast calculation instead
of an iteration proces.

+ injected complex currcnts are not necessary (quadratic).

- since we use quadratic injected currents it is not possible to calculate the varianee of the phase
angles.

- measurements of injected complex power can not he used in this method.

For the network example in chapter 6 we prefer to make use of the Jacobian matrix.



Chapter 5

Laad behaviour

The behaviour of the load eurrents ean not be measured eontinously. To obtain a reduction of
data for the current behaviour, we store the mean value and the standard deviation (of a eertain
period). Thus, it is important to know the behaviour ofloads. To find this out we measured at the
conneetion of the E-hoog building at the Eindhoven University of Teehnology to the distribution
network. For these measurements we have analysed the statistical approach to current behaviour.

In seetion 5.1 we wiU explain where we measured and llOw. Section 5.2 contains the analysis of
the mcasurements, following items will come up:

• probability density function.

• standard deviation as function of window size (period length).

• influenee of fitting polynomials.

• maximum value/standard deviation ratio.

5.1 Measuring information

The E-hoog building is fed by three transformers, namely:

• a transformer for the lighting of the building (L-transformer).

• a transformer through which the power points of the building are fed (W-transformer).

• a transformer for heavy equipment sueh as: pumps, elevators etc. (K-transformer).

In the first place we choose for the R-phase of the K-transformer. beeause the current demand
at this transformer would give a large difference in variance. Since the results of the measuring
at the K-transformer were not suitable for use in a data base (section 5.2), we also measured at
the R-phase of the L-transformer. The load behaviour of the measurements at the K-transformer
are representative for the elevators, pumps of central heating etc. of an office building. The load
behaviour of the L-transformer is representative for the lighting of an office building.

29
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Measurements of the K·transformer:
We have measured for seven days during 24 hours, taking samples every 100 ms 1. We used a true
rms multimeter connected to a computer by RS-232 communication. The programm that controls
the measurements saves the measuring data in files that contain measuring data for one hour.

The days on which we have measured the K-transformer are:
Tuesday 21 March '95 from 14:00h to Friday 24 March '95 13:29h,
Friday 24 March '95 from 14:04h to Tuesday 14:00h2 •

Measurements of the L-transformer:
For the L-transformer we used a sample time of 550 ms. We used the same meter and programm.
The days on which we have measured are:
Friday 31 March from 15:3üh to Tuesday 4 April 13:3üh.

As far as we know this was the first time that the current of aload, connecteà io tht: distribütion
network, bas been measured at such a high sample rate (in the Netherlands). We have chosen
for this high sample rate, because we want to investigate what the influence is of the period over
which we calculate the mean value and standard deviation.

5.2 Data analysis

5.2.1 Standard deviation versus window Slze

For both transformers we have investigated what the inftuence of the time period3 IS on the
standard deviation. We will refer to the time period as window size.

In figure 5.1 we have drawn an arbitrary load behaviour. The windows below the load behaviour
represent the window sizes by which we wil1, for example, calculate the standard deviations. These
standard deviations wil! be drawn as function of the window size.

1The time is a little bit smaller than 100 ms, this due to the programm that controlIs the measurements. The
reason ror this smaller time is unknown.

:ZThe reason ror the break in the measurements is: we had to save the data from harddisk, because the size of
it was too small for seven days of data and we had to refresh the battery of the meter.

3 Time period is the period over which we calculate the mean value and the standard deviation
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Figure 5.1: Window size.
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We have chosen as centre for the window 05:00h for the K-transformer and 14:00h for the L
transformer. The results are represented by figure 5.1 and 5.2. For clarity we will explain the
figures:

• Figure 5.1, K-transformer:

- The upper left figure represents the standard deviation as function of the window size.

- The upper right figure represents the behaviour of the current during a window size of
14 minutes (this is the window size at which the standard deviation will start to rise).

- The lawer left figure represents the behaviour of the current during a window size of 20
minutes.

- The lawer right figure represents the behaviour of the current during a window size of
60 minutes.

• Figure 5.2, L-transformer:

- The upper left figure represents the standard deviation as function of the window size.

The upper right figure represents the behaviour of the current during a window size of
10 minutes.

The lower left figure represents the behaviour of the current during a window size of 20
minutes.

The lower right figure represents the behaviour of the current during a window size of
30 minutes.

In the lower right figure of figure 5.1 it can be seen that there is a periodic square signa!. This
is the periodically switching of the pumps of the central heating. If we look at the upper right
figure we see the current for a window size of 14 minutes. This is the window size at which the
standard deviation starts to rise. The standard deviation will be constant at a window size of
approximately 30 minutes. At this window size the influence of the periodic square current will
be minimal.

We can conclude that the measurement at the K-transformer is 'disturbed' by the switching of
pumps. The peaks that occur during the switching of the pumps are impossible to be modelled
by a data base. This kind of load is not suitable for being implemented in a data base. The
mean value and standard deviation of this laad are not smooth enough to be modelled. The
measurements of the L-transformer on the other hand are very suitable for implementation in a
data base as we will see in the next sections.

Since we have concluded that the measurements of the K-transformer are not suitable for being
implemented in a data base, we will proceed with the measurements at the L-transformer.

5.2.2 Fitting the current

Ir the current decreases and/or increases in the period (window size) the statistical information,
calculated for that period, wW not be correct, see figure 5.4, since the mean value does not follow
the trend of the day. This figure shows the measured current, the mean current (horizontalline)
and a current that is fitted by a first order polynominal (oblique Jine) The fitted polynominaJ wiU
follow the trend of the day. This is favorable since the standard deviation will be Jower. The
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~- -- - ~-_._-

standard deviation will be calculated In MatLilb 'oyfirst subtracting the·fitted mean value anel.
then calculating the standard deviation.

The result of the standard deviation is represented in the figures 5.5 and 5.6. Figure 5.5 represents
the standard deviation in case we use the mean value. Figure 5.6 represents the standard deviation
in case we use the fitted mean value. As we expeeted the standard deviation is smaller in case of
a fitted mean value.
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Figure 5.4: Measured, mean and polynomial values.
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Figure 5.5: Standard deviation, ot horder.

The probability density functions for the standard deviation in case we use the mean value (oth
order) and in case we use the fitted line (1,t order) offigure 5.4 are represented in figure 5.7.

5.3 Conclusions

• The measurement at the K-transformer of the E-hoog building is a typical example of a load
that is unpredictable. Thus, this load is certainly not suitable to be used as data base. We
can conclude that loads that contain heavy equipment such as elevators, pumps etc. and/or
periodically switching of heavy equipment (central heating pumps) are not suitable for data
base modelling. These kind of loads must be measured on-line.
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• The measurement at the L-transformer of the E-hoog building turns out to be suitable to be
stored in a data base. ft is for this measurement that we have made the following conclusions:

- The main conclusion is that the maximum measured value for the current can be twice
to ten times the standard deviation. The assumption was that the maximum would be
twice to three times the standard deviation. Our conc1usion is that since we only have
measured for a small period, it would be sensible to investigate whether this is a trend
or the result of the load we measured. The measurement we done represents an office
building, research can be done on the behaviour of more loads together (cluster).

If we fit with a first order polynominal, we can conclude that the standard deviation
will be smaller. The maximum value can in this case even be larger than twice or ten
times the standard deviation.

Thc probability density function in case of a fitted polynominal, will be more favorable.
Since the influences of the day wil! he expressed by the polynominal instead of by the
standard deviation. This will be most noticeable during the raise of thc current in the
morning peak.

During our measurements at the E-hoog building we measured a step by step increase of the
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voltage. In figure 5.8 ~e-liave -represélted lhe -increase of- voltage. The time_ between tWQsteps
is approximately one minute, the magnitude of the steps is approximately 3 Volt. Obviously th~

electrical energy distributor of Eindhoven raises and lowers the voltage.
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Figure 5.8: Increasing voltage at the transformer of the E-hoog building on monday 6/3/95 trom
13:56h to 14:00h.



Chapter 6

Distribution network example

In this chapter we will discuss an example of a distribution network. The data for this artificial
network has been chosen as realistic as possible. The distribution network is connected to a
high voltage network and delivers the energy to different loads as a low voltage (380 Volt). The
medium voltage (MV, 10 kV) network is a ring network which is coupled with other MV networks.
Figure 6.1 shows the example network.

il

MVstation

2

- - - - - - LV station - - - - - -

3

4

database

5

database

is

6

measurerrent

Figure 6.1: Distribution network

The values of the admittanee of the transmission line and transformer ratios can be found in
appendix C. The transmission lines wiU be approximated by a lI'-network. The shunt admittances
Y ••j of the low voltage transmission lines and transformers are taken zero.

37
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As reference for the voltages we have chosen thê voltage at node 1. This node is·fixed at 10.2 kV
and since it is the reference the phase angle is zero. The phase angles of the other nodes are related
to phase angle of node 1. There are five injected currents into the network and five unknown node
voltages. We have assumed that the power factors are 1. Tbe nonlinear equation for this network
is,

(6.1)

The vector 1.. contains the injected currents. We bave represented current/load 4 and 5 by databases
(or modeis). Current 2 (connection between MV networks) and current/load 6 are on-line mea
sured. We have assumed that the behaviour of these currents are not suitable to be replaced by
a data base, becaulSt: thér behaviour ilS not predictabIe. The state vector of the nonlinear model
contains the node voltages and their angles.

The first part of equation 6.2 shows the nonlinear function. In the second part we bave substituted
tbe assumptions as discussed before.

i2 cos ~"2 Vi i 2 Vi

0 V2 0 V2

i4 COS é". Va i4 Va
is cos é". V4 is V4

i6 cos 6". Vs i6 Vs

i2 sin é"2 =!!
V6 0

=!! V6 (6.2)
0 ~"1 0 6"1

i4 sin 6"4 Ó"2 0 6"2
is sin 6". Ó"3 0 Ó"3
i6 sin 6". 6". 0 Ó".

Vi é". 10200 ~".
fJv , 6vG 0 év •

This nonlinear equation is implemented in 'Matlab'. With tbe aid of the procedure 'leastsq'
(leastsquare method), we obtain the best solution for the state vector. We will not go in detail
about the implementation of the model.

The load currents i2 • i4 , is and is are defined as injected currents. This implies tbat tbe values of
these currents are negative directed, because we assume that there are no consumers which deliver
energy to the distribution network. Figure 6.2 represents the injeeted currents.

The legend for the figures in this chapter is given by table 6.1.

linetype node/injection
_._. 1
- - - - 2

•••• 3
--- 4
...... 5
-.-. 6

Table 6.1: Legend.
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injoeted currents
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Figure 6.2: lnjccted currents.

Figure 6.3 represents the standard deviation of the injected currents. The standard deviation
is obtained by data base (or statistic model) of the load. Since the standard deviation of the
measured injected currents is very small (caused by measuring instruments [4]), we only have
plotted the standard deviations of the currents of the pseudo-measurements in figure 6.3 .
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Figure 6.3: Standard deviation injected currents.
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In figure 6.4 it ean be seen that vàlt-age vi -is fixedat10.2 -KV;- The voltage of V2 and V3 deerease
with respect to the fixed voltage node Vl. The standard deviation of VI is zero, since we have fixed
this node at 10.2 Volt.
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Figure 6.4: Node voltages VI, v2 and V3.

We can conclude by examining the seales of figure 6.4 and 6.5 that the variation eaused by the
injeeted currents is minimal, since the currents and eurrent variations in the MV network are
transformed to the LV network by a factor 25.
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Figure 6.5: Standard deviation of node voltages V2 and V3.

The nodes connected to transformers (node 4 and node 6) are very stabIe, see figure 6.6 and (6.7).
Node 5 is very sensitive for variations in the load currents. This can be explained by the fact
that node 5 is conneeted by LV transmission lines to the transformer. The current through the
LV transmission lines 4 - 5 and 5 - 6 cause a lower voltage at node 5.
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Figure 6.6: Node voltages V4, Vs and Vs.
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Figure 6.7: Standard deviation of node voltages V4, Vs and Vs.

We can conclude that variations in the current or power injections cause a relatively larger voltage
drops in LV networks than in MV networks. This depends on the demanded power and the
topology of the distribution network. As discussed in chapter 4, section 4.2.1 we expect small
angles of the node voltages. Figure (6.8) represents the voltage phase angles and figure 6.9 the
standard deviation of the phase angles. It can be seen that the phase angles of the voltages are
smalI.

For each node voltage we can plot an expected value with an uncertainty band (in this case we
have used the standard deviation as uncertainty band). We already know from previous figures
that we can expect a large uncertainty hand at node 5 in comparison with node 4 and node 6. In
the worst case, this band is 394 to 399 V.

If we decide to lower the voltage at node 1, we must take care of the uncertainty band at the
consumers. As discussed in chapter 2 we have to guard, that the uncertainty band does not
exceed the maximum tolerance for the voltages (e.g. Unom ± 10%).
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node voltage phase engle
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Figure 6.8: Phase angles.

The calculated states of this network example can be used for calculation of the power losses
(which are caused by rast variations of the load currents). We willleave this out of consideration,
since determination of power losses is more related to network engineering.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this chapter we will summarize the most important subjects and give conclusions about them.
We have indicated which subjects are new and what the results of these subjects are.

Conclusions of the statistical state estimation:

• The reason for using the statistical state estimation is that since it is impossible to measure
all variables we store certain predictabIe loads in a data base. These data bases consist of the
statistical properties mean value and standard deviation. Thus, by using these data bases
we are able to estimate the statistical properties of the states. The standard deviation is a
sort of uncertainty band that lies above and underneath the mean value. This aproach to
state estimation and particularly the part about the data base is new.

• We have developed two different methods for obtaining the varianee of the statistical state
vector. We have a methad that is based on the Jacobian matrix and a method that is based
on measured quadratic injected currents. We will repeat the avantages and disadvantages of
both methods:

Jacobian matrix

+ varianee can he derived for all kind of network variables (injected complex currents,
injected complex power, voltages).

+ exchange of the measured variables and the states is possible.

+ if the number of equations (measurements) is increased the estimate of the state vector
will be better.

- since the model is linearized at a certain operation point, it will cause errors if it is used
outside the operation point.

Quadratic method

+ the model is linear (no phase angles in the state vector), this implies a fast calculation
instead of an iteration proces.

+ injected complex currents are not necessary (quadratic).

- since we use quadratic injected currents it is not possible to calculate the variance of the
phase angles.

measurements of injected complex power can not he used in this method.
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The method based on the Jacobian matrix is not new, it can he found in literature [4, 7]. The
method based on quadratic injected currents is new. This method is developed in assocÏation
with Mr. van de Water1 .

• Thc measurement vector used for statistical state estimation can consist of the injected com
plex current (on-Ene, pseudo), injected complex power (on-line) or the fixed node voltages
and their phase angles. By applying the practical assumption that the power factor (cos 4»
of the complex injected currents can he approximated at 0.8-0.9, we only have to measure
the rms value of the injected current. Another important isue is that the load is behaving
as a current supplier. Thus, we wil! use the current as pseudo measurements.

Conclusions of the measurements:

• The measurement at the K-transformer of the E-hoog building is a typical example of a load
that is unpredictable. Thus, this load is certainly not suitable to be used as data base. We
can conclude that loads that contain heavy equipment such as elevators, pumps etc. and/or
periodically switching of heavy equipment (central heating pumps) are not suitable for data
base madelIing. These kind of loads must he measured on-line.

• The measurement at the L-transformer of the E-hoog building turns out to be suitable to be
stored in a data base. It is for this measurement that we have made the following conclusions:

- The main conclusion is that the maximum rneasured value for the current can be twice
to ten times the standard deviation. The assumption was that thc maximum would he
twice to three times the standard deviation. Our conclusion is that since we only have
measured for a small period, it would be sensible to investigate whether this is a trend
or the result of the load we measured. The measurement we done represents an office
building, research can be done on the behaviour of more loads together.

- If we fit with a first order polynominal, we can conclude that the standard deviation
will be smaller. The maximum value can in this case even be larger than twice or ten
times the standard deviation.

- The probability density function in case of a fitted polynominal, will be more favorable.
Since tbe influences of the day wiII be expressed by the polynominal instead of by the
standard deviation. This will be most noticeable during the raise of the current in the
morning peak.

• With the theory of basic load patterns it is possible to identify a load as a linear combination
of basic load patterns with a limited number of measurements.

We can state that if it is possible to model the behaviour of the maximum value and combine
these witb the on-line measurements, it will he possible to increase or decrease the voltage, thus
control, without exceeding the allowed tolerances.

1 Consultant at KEMA-Arnhem.



List of symbols

i/ij

~/(k)

i/
ib'j
h
h
ai

Sz
Vi

6".
bi.
~t'j

ij
Y
p/ou

B
G
Äi
iJi
n
Vij

Y6'j
At
:Z:O

Sij

Pij

Qij

Gij

Bij

G6i;

B.,;
cos(<fik)

i"
E(:z:)
i
~

l!(~)

: pil sample of the load current. i
load current of time period k
estimated load current
ph basic load current of pattern i
basic load pattern matrix (h x p)
load current matrix (h x 0')

: weight parameter of basic load current
: covariance matrix of vector z
: voltage on bus i
: phase angle of voltage on bus i, with respect to a reference
: phase angle of the injected current on bus i, with respect to a reference.
: complex branche currcnt between node i and j
: complex injected current at node j
: complex admittance of distribution network
: power loss

susceptance
conductance
complex current variation
complex mean current
transformer ratio
complex line admittance between node i and j
complex shunt admittance at node i to j on the transmission line

: complex matrix, reates the injected current vectors to the branch current vectors
: state vector in tbe operation point

the complex power transported from bus i to bus j
the real power transported from bus i to bus j
the reactive power transported from bus i to bus j
conductance of serie admittance Yij

: susceptance of serie admittance Yij

: conductance of shunt admittance Y"j
: susceptance of shunt admittance Y"j

power factor of load k
standard deviation of the cmrent
expected value
estimated state vector
measurement vector
model of distribution network
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Appendix A

Injected currents and branch
currents

In this appendix we will derive the extensive relation between the injected current and state (bus
voltages Vi and phase angles 6"J, as weU as Cor branch current and state.

Injected currents:
The current i and the voltage v can be divided in a real and an imaginary component. The
complex admittance matrix Y can be divided in the conductance G and susceptance B,

Y= G+JB (A.I)

We also divide the complex voltages and complex injected currents in a real and an imaginary
part,

(A.2)

The complex voltage vector is separated in absolute values and phase angles, because this results
in mathematical advantages. Substitution of equations (A.I) and (A.2) in (4.16) gives,

i} COS6il + J i l sin 6i, VI cos 6", + J VI sin 6",
i2 cos bi, + J i 2sin 6;, VI cos b", + J V2 sin 6",
ik cos 6;. + J i/c sin bi. =[G + JE] Vk COS6"k + J Vk sin b". (A.3)

irncos6i.,.+J im sin bi", V m cos bv", + J urn sin bv.,.

This set of complex equations can be divided in two real sets,
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50 APPENDIX A. INJECTED CURRENTS AND BRANCH CURRENTS

il cos 8;) VI cos 8<1, VI sin 8v1

i2 cos 6j~ V2 cosó1I • V2 sin 6v •

ik cos 6j1 =G Vk cos 6111 -B Vk sin 6v • (AA)

i rn COSÓj", Vrn cos 6IJm V rn sin611m

i 1 sin 8;,
i 2 sin 8;.
ik sin 6j• (A.S)

Now we can combine both sets into one rea! set of equations,

il cos 6;,
i 2 cos 6;.
ik cos 6;.

i m cos 6jm
î1 sin 8;,
i2 sin 6;.
ik sin 6;.

_[G -B]
- B G

VI cos ó1l )

V2 cos óv •

Vk cos6V1

Vrn cos6v ",

VI sin óv ,

V2 sin 611 •
Vic sin 611 •

(A.6)

Now we have derived a real nonlinear set of equations, which relates the branch currents to the
states.

Branch currents:
We start the derivation with:

i t = Y t1!.

The matrix Y t can he divided in a real and an imaginary part,

(A.7)

(A.8)



With which we derive,

i tl cos 6;1

i t2 cos 6;2
it. cos6i •

it ... cos 6i m

it1 sin éi1
i t2 sin éi2

it. sin éi.

VI cos 6v1

V2 cos éV2

Vk cos é".

Vm cos 6v ...

VI sin 6V1

V2 sin 6V2

VA: sin 6v •
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(A.9)

Which relates the injected currents to the states.



Appendix B

Derivation quadratic method

Assumptions,

• B is a complex m x n matrix.

• Variabel J!. is a m x 1 stochastic vector

• ~ is a n x 1 stochastic vector.

• The mean values of the stochastic variables are zero.

J!. = B~

T T T"
yy' = B~~· B

[ y,yl YIY2 y,y~ ] [ ~'~I
Z1:t2 ~,~~ ]

Y':Y~
Y2Y2 y,y~ Z2 Z 1 Z2:t; Z2Z~ T"

=B . . B

YmY2 znzi znZ; znz ;'YrnY1 YmYm

(B.l)

(B.2)

[

I Yl t2
Y2Yl

Ymyi YmY2

YIY~ ] [ I Z1 ~2V2Ym Z2 Z 1

· =B .· .· .
I /2 • •Vrn *nzl

We replace VI: by IVI: I eJa. and denote the phase angle between the complex variables Yi and Yj

as aij. This substitution can also be done for :el: then follows,
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with,

[

lvI 1
2

2 I V2 11 UI: I COS(021)

2 I Y rn 11 VI I COS(Ornl)

21 UI I1 V2 I COS(012)

I Y21
2

2 IUm 11 U2 I COS(Om2)

21 VI 11 Y rn 1COS(Olrn) ]
21 U2 11 Y m I COS(02rn)

I V rn 1
2
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(B.3)

[

1:1:1 12 2 1:1:1 I1 :1:2 I COS(012) 21:1:1 11 :l:n I COS(Oln) ]

21 :1:211 Zl 1COS(021) 1:1:21
2 21 z211 Zn I COS(02n)

p=. '.'. .... .'.
2 I Zn 11 :1:1 I cos(Ont} 2 I Zn 11 Z2 I cos(an 2) . . . I Zn 1

2

(BA)

The calculation of statistical properties for the variables will be done for one period. For this
period we define the expected value of E (I Vk 12), so we take the expected value of the left and
right side of equation (B.3).

IC the stochastic entries of vector ~ are not eorrelated, E [2 I Zi 11 Zj I COS(Oij)] = 0, equation (BA)
reduces to,

[

EI ~1 1
2

E(P) = .

o

Definition for the variance,

o o

(B.5)

(B.6)

In whieh [E (I zi l)f =0,50 the expression E (I Zj 12) ean be substituted by the variance var(1 Zj l)
or IZ(7j 12

•

[

I ZÖl 1
2

E(P) = :

o o o
(B.7)

We are only interested in the variance of IU I, so we take the diagonal of the matrix,

(B.8)



Appendix C

Distribution network data

• Transmision line between bus 1 and 2.

Y
_ 1

12 - 0.04+;0.05

Y21 =Y12

Y6 12 =J5e - 4
Y' 21 =J5e - 4

• Transmision line between bus 1 and 3.
Y

_ 1
13 - 0.03+;0.03

Y31 =Y13

Y. 1S =J3e - 4
Y' 31 =)3e - 4

• Transmision line between bus 2 and 3.
Y

_ 1
23 - 0.05+;0.05

Y32 =Y23

Y6 23 =}5e - 4
Y' 32 =}5e - 4

• Transmision line between bus 4 and 5.
Y

_ 1
45 - 0.02+;0.01

Y54 =Y45

Y••• =0
Y••• =0

• Transmision line between bus 5 and 6.
Y

_ 1
56 - 0.03+;0.01

Y65 =Y56

Y' os = 0
Y. 6 • =0

• Transformers.
Yij =50
n= 25

Y' ij =0
Y' ji =0
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